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VGA Broadcaster is a web presentation product that 
broadcasts a visual signal received from any VGA port.

It provides a simple and cost-e�ective web presentation 
solution for trainers, tech support, conferences, enterprises, 
sales sta�, distance education providers and more.

VGA Broadcaster is:
Simple - just plug it in and present. No scheduling or prior set-up is 
required. No �rewall arrangements need to be made. And, there is no 
software to download or user interface to learn.

Low-cost - with VGA Broadcaster, you own the web presentation 
capability outright. There are no setup or usage fees and it 
accommodates unlimited numbers of participants. It is three to four 
times less costly than WebEx or LiveMeeting solutions.

Versatile - VGA Broadcaster works with any operating system, 
including Linux/Unix, Windows and Mac. It is also the only solution of 
its kind to transfer images from most web cameras, cursors or any 
other objects generated on the screen by DMA. 
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VGA Broadcaster Connection Diagram

The VGA Broadcaster has inputs for VGA, composite video, as well as 
3.5mm unbalanced audio. Optionally, VGA Broadcaster may also be 
�tted with 1/4’’ balanced TRS audio inputs.

Comprised of a 4U rack-mount enclosure, Epiphan’s VGA Broadcaster 
synchronises a high-resolution VGA stream at up to 30 frames per 
second with an analog video and audio stream and broadcasts it to the 
Internet in real time.

VGA Broadcaster is  Epiphan’s most powerful enterprise-oriented 
broadcasting solution and can be customized for speci�c applications. 
Please contact Epiphan Systems or your reseller for customization 
options.
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